


As Europe’s leading manufacturer of ventilation and 
environmental control systems, Adexsi is perfectly placed to 

offer scheduled maintenance and emergency call-out services 
for life-saving smoke control systems.

Why service smoke control equipment?

Any building owner or facilities manager has a personal responsibility 
to ensure their structure meets the necessary legislation in terms of 
fire and smoke management systems, with heavy fines already handed 
out in the UK to individuals who flaunt the law – these systems are 
designed to save lives and protect assets; to let their proper care lapse 
is a crime.

With AdeProtect® you can be assured of compliance with the 
Regulatory Reform Order (2005) Fire Safety – commonly known as the 
RRO – and avoid any punitive action implemented by the Fire Brigade 
and local councils.

The nature of smoke control systems within buildings is often 
misunderstood, with many building managers more au fait with their 
fire alarm arrangement than their vents, extract fans and associated 
equipment.

That’s where we come in, undertaking careful site audits as a standard 
part of our service offering, ensuring not only that core components 
are operational but that they are correctly interacting via the control 
systems (smoke control often relies on the combined effectiveness of 
multiple pieces of equipment, for example a smoke alarm activating an 
extraction fan and closing smoke dampers to prevent smoke spread 
throughout the building).

Why choose AdeProtect®?
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Adexsi Protect has access to the spare parts, new equipment and design and service engineers that ensure 
its maintenance service is second to none. As part of a major international specialist business group,

we achieve products at manufacturer level, cutting out supplier costs.
Above all, we bring a level of expertise that means you can have complete peace of mind.

If your smoke control system is due maintenance, or if you’re simply unsure of
how the legislation applies to you, please give us a call on 08450 840 555 

to book a preliminary site audit.

The AdeProtect® approach
BS9999:2008 offers solid guidance on how often checks should be
carried out on your equipment, and we use this to create our 
service schedules, prolonging the life of your equipment and 
offering practical, pragmatic solutions when systems reach the end 
of their serviceable lives.

Controls

Smoke curtains

Smoke detectors

Car park systems

Extract fans

Dampers

AOVs

Scheduled maintenance

24hr call out

Considerate working practises
(to keep premises open)

Access to market-leading replacement kit

Spare parts

Software updates

Service reports, site audits and certification

Our offering: Equipment we service:

Adexsi UK Full Service Cycle

Design

Environment




